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Background: Recent studies indicate that there is selection bias for transmission of viral polymorphisms
associated with higher viral fitness. Furthermore, after transmission and before a specific immune
response is mounted in the recipient, the virus undergoes a number of reversions which allow an increase
in their replicative capacity. These aspects, and others, affect the viral population characteristic of early
acute infection.
Methods: 160 single gag-gene amplifications were obtained by limiting-dilution RT-PCR from plasma
samples of 8 ARV-naïve patients with early acute infection (<30 days, 22 days average) and 8 ARV-
naive patients with approximately a year of infection (10 amplicons per patient). Sanger sequencing
and NGS SMRT technology (Pacific Biosciences) were implemented to sequence the amplicons.
Phylogenetic analysis was performed by using MEGA 6.06. HLA-I (A and B) typing was performed by
SSOP-PCR method. The chromatograms were analyzed with Sequencher 4.10. Epitopes and immune-
proteosomal cleavages prediction was performed with CBS prediction server for the 30 HLA-A and -B
alleles most prevalent in our population with peptide lengths from 8 to 14 mer. Cytotoxic response
prediction was performed by using IEDB Analysis Resource.
Results: After implementing epitope prediction analysis, we identified a total number of 325 possible
viral epitopes present in two or more acute or chronic patients. 60.3% (n = 196) of them were present only
in acute infection (prevalent acute epitopes) while 39.7% (n = 129) were present only in chronic infection
(prevalent chronic epitopes). Within p24, the difference was equally dramatic with 59.4% (79/133) being
acute epitopes (p < 0.05). This is consistent with progressive viral adaptation to immune response in time
and further supported by the fact that cytotoxic responses prediction showed that acute epitopes are
more likely to generate immune response than chronic epitopes. Interestingly, only 27.5% of acute epi-
topes match the population-level consensus sequence of the virus.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that certain non-consensus viral residues might be transmitted more
frequently than consensus-residues when located in immunological relevant positions (epitopes). This
observation might be relevant to the rationale behind development of an effective vaccine to reduce viral
reservoir and induce functional cure of HIV infection based in prevalent acute epitopes.

� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Following transmission, Cytotoxic CD8+T lymphocytes (CTLs)
mount a powerful response to transmitted HIV in the acute phase
of infection [1]. However, the vast majority of cases is an inefficient
response and directed to a limited number of epitopes [2]. This
response is manifested producing a viral set point generally after
first month of infection [3–5] with great specificity on the gag pro-
tein, which is strongly associated with control of viral replication
[6–9]. At this point, just after the peak of viremia, the first viral
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populations with HLA/CTL escape mutations are generated [2],
which will increase over time and will have an impact on viral
diversity during the chronic phase [10–12]. Therefore, it is interest-
ing to investigate if these HLA-dependent reversions that occur
during the acute phase are associated with a greater availability
of epitopes in this stage.

Reversions are another important aspect to be considered
among viral factors shaping the viral diversity during the acute
stage of infection [13,14]. While their impact on viral fitness on
transmitted/founder virus has not yet been elucidated, it is
believes reversal mutations make the virus more fit [13,15,16].
These post-transmission reversions may range from those associ-
ated with HLA alleles present on the donor [17], to the CD8
T-cell TCR receptor [13,18,19], to the proteasome [20,21], or rever-
sions that arise at random and increase the viral fitness that end up
being established in the major viral population [22,24]. Also, these
reversions could occur prior to transmission, in a process of viral
compartmentalization in mucosal associated tissues [25–27].

In this research, our objective was to determine, in patients
under study, whether the viral sequences approach phylogeneti-
cally in acute patients compared with chronic patients. In turn,
we evaluated whether possible reversions in acute viral sequences
could significantly influence to decrease viral phylogenetic dis-
tance in these patients. Also, using computational prediction anal-
ysis, we evaluated the relationship of phylogenetically relevant
amino acid positions (possibly reversions), with epitopes associ-
ated with cytotoxic immune response mediated by HLA I. Finally,
we evaluated the distribution and characteristics of CTL epitopes,
in conserved viral segments. We did an availability and frequency
analysis of possible CTL epitopes found in the early acute phase
compared to those found in the chronic phase.
2. Methods

2.1. Study subjects

A total of 16 subjects participated in this study, 8 were enrolled
during acute/early primary HIV infection (<30 days, 22 days aver-
age), and 8 were chronically infected patients, Table 1. All subjects
were enrolled by the Grupo Argentino de Seroconversión Study
Group under the following inclusion criteria for acute infection;
detection of HIV RNA or p24 antigen with a simultaneous negative
Table 1
Clinical and virological characteristics of patients enrolled for this research. All were A
agglutination test. (*) about a year of infection.
or indeterminate screening (ELISA and particle agglutination test)
and western blot assay. Clinical stage of primary infection subjects
was determined according to the system of Fiebig et al. [28].
Patients with chronic infection were defined as subjects with
established HIV infection with an estimated average of 221 days
of infection, with detectable viral load (VL > 50 copies of HIV
RNA/ml plasma). Both acute and chronic patients were HAART
naive at the time of sampling.

2.2. Samples

Blood samples were collected from study participants at enroll-
ment and centrifuged to separate plasma, which was stored at
�80 �C until use. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were
isolated by Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient centrifugation (Amer-
sham, Sweden) and cryopreserved. In the case of chronic, and acute
subjects, plasma VL (branched-DNA, Versant HIV-1 RNA 3.0 assay;
Siemens Healthcare) and CD4+T-cell count (flow cytometry double
platform, BD FACSCanto; BD Biosciences) were determined.

2.3. DNA/Amino acids sequence production

Viral RNA extraction was from plasma and DNA from PBMC
using commercial QIAamp viral extraction kit and QIAamp DNA
mini kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany), respectively. 160 single Gag-
gene amplifications were obtained by limiting-dilution RT-PCR
from plasma samples of 8 ARV-naïve patients with early acute
infection and 8 ARV-naive patients with chronic infection (10 full
gag amplicons per patient, from viral RNA). For thefirst strand
DNA synthesis was used1rdgag-Reverse primer, SuperScriptTM III
Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) whit 10ul of
RNA sample in a final volume of reaction of 20 ll. Then, the c
DNA was diluted successively until obtaining the limit dilution.
Two to five dilutions were required to obtain single-gag sequence
amplifications. Amplification was conducted under following con-
ditions: for reverse transcription 5 min at 65 �C (1�rdgagRev/RNA),
50 min at 42 �C, 15 min at 70 �C (1�rdgagRev/RNA/SSIII), one cycle.
The conditions of the nested PCR were: Platinum Taq polymerase
HiFi (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used under appropriate reac-
tion conditions; 3 min at 95 �C one cycle; 15 s at 95 �C, 15 s at
56 �C, 1 min 40 s at 72 �C for 5 cycles; 15 s at 90 �C, 15 s at 56
�C, 1 min 40 s at 72 �C for 30 cycles and one cycle at 72 �C for 10
rgentine patients. ND: no data; WB: western blot; Screening: ELISA and particle
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min. Primers: 1�rd gagFw 50-CTAGCAGTGGCGCCCGAACAGG-30,
1�rd gagRev 50-CAGTCTTTCATTTGGTGTCCTTC-30, 2�rd gagFw50-TC
TCTCGACGCAGGACTCG-30, 2�rd gagRev 50-TTTCCACATTTCCAA
CAGCCC-30.

Sanger sequencing and NGS SMRT technology (Pacific Bio-
sciences) were implemented to sequence the amplicons, method
as described previously [29]. The chromatograms obtained from
the sequencing of the viral quasispecies were analyzed with
Sequencher 4.10 (http://www.genecodes.com/). Gen Bank acces-
sion numbers: MF356702-MF356861.
2.4. HLA typing

Genotyping of the genetic polymorphisms of HLA class I A
and B was performed using PCR-SSOP (polymerase chain
reaction-sequence specific oligonucleotide probe, Fujirebio INNO
LiPA) [30,31], and was reported in medium and high resolution.
For this technique, an amplification step was performed by the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from PBMC DNA with biotiny-
lated primers designed to encompass the polymorphic zone.
The biotinylated amplified product was chemically denatured
(strand separation) and hybridized to nitrocellulose strips con-
taining specific immobilized oligonucleotide probes, complemen-
tary to the polymorphisms known in the alleles of our
population (between 30 and 40 probes for HLA IA and B). Each
strip has two internal control bands (hybridization and conjuga-
tion controls). Once the process was finished, the interpretation
of results to determine the possible combinations of alleles
was done through tables (manual) and Liras� HLA software
v6.00 (Fujirebio-Europe Company).
a)

c)b)
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Fig. 1. (a) Prevalence of each HLA I allele in our population that were used as reference
epitopes for the 30 described alleles. Phylogenetic trees of amino acid gag sequences fro
joining test, bootstrap method (1000 rep), viral subtype references A, B, C, D and F were
groups, (Distance matrix through equal model test, MEGA 6.06 software. Unpaired t tes
acute phase versus the chronic phase for each analyzed HLA I allele, (paired t test, p < 0
2.5. DNA/Amino acids sequence analysis

Epitope prediction was performed with NetMHC CBS prediction
server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHC/) for the 19 HLA-
A and -B alleles most prevalent in our population with peptide
lengths from 8 to 14 mer. NetChop 3.1 CBS prediction server
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetChop/) was used to estimate
the immune-proteosomal cleavage sites in gag sequences. Cyto-
toxic response prediction was performed by using the IEDB Analy-
sis Resource (http://tools.iedb.org). For phylogenetic analysis,
MEGA 6.06 (http://www.megasoftware.net/) was used, with which
the phylogenetic reconstruction was performed for the acute and
chronic viral amino acid sequences separately. For the phyloge-
netic trees, Neighbor-joining was used as a statistical method
based on p-distances. On the other hand, an estimation of acute
and chronic intragroup phylogenetic distances was performed.
Phylogenetic distances were calculated from the nucleotide and
amino acid sequences by constructing distance matrix using the
Poisson models with uniform rate between sites and the Equal
input model with uniformity of velocity and homogeneity of pat-
terns, without considering deletions and insertions in both cases
[32–34]. The same result was obtained with both models.

For consensus sequence construction was used Consensus
Maker from Los Alamos HIV Database tools.

No bias was found for HLA alleles and viral subtype between the
acute and chronic groups.

2.6. Ethics statement

The study was reviewed and approved by two institutional
review boards (IRB): Comité de Ética Humana, Facultad de
d)

e)

7 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1

26 B44 A30 B15 B18 B57 B48 A33 A23 B58 B27 B53 A29 A25 B45

cy in our popula�on

in this research. All amino acid sequences obtained were subjected to prediction of
m patients in acute phase (b) and from patients in chronic phase (c) using Neighbor
included. (d) Result of the comparison of the phylogenetic distances between both
t, p < 0.05). (e) Comparison between the number of possible epitopes found in the
.05).
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Medicina, Universidad de Buenos Aires, and Comité de Bioética,
Fundación Huésped (Buenos Aires, Argentina). Both HIV-infected
participants provided written informed consent accepting to par-
ticipate in this study and are under medical monitoring.
Table 2
Number of possible epitopes in full gag of acute and chronic patients and their
prediction of cytotoxic response ordered according to prevalence of HLA I alleles
analyzed.

HLA gag epitopes Positive CTL score
response

HLA Frequency Acute Chronic Acute Chronic

A02 46 18 7 12 4
A24 30 0 1 – 1
B35 24 3 0 3 –
A68 24 6 6 5 1
A03 23 14 5 11 1
B07 18 3 4 1 2
B39 18 1 0 1 –
A01 17 2 3 0 0
B51 17 0 0 – –
B40 15 4 1 3 0
A31 15 22 9 14 0
B08 12 0 1 – 0
B14 12 0 0 – –
A11 10 10 4 7 1
B38 7 0 0 – –
A26 6.8 0 0 – –
B44 5.8 18 13 7 1
A30 5.8 8 9 5 2
B15 5 20 18 15 13
B18 4.9 2 1 2 0
B57 4.9 10 16 4 10
B48 4.9 0 0 – –
A33 49 13 5 8 0
A23 3.9 0 1 – 1
B58 3.9 11 10 6 8
B27 2.9 8 1 3 0
B53 2.9 1 0 0 –
A29 1.9 3 2 2 2
A25 1.9 0 0 0 –
B45 1 19 12 17 0

Total 196 129 126 47
3. Results

In this study, a total of 16 HIV-positive ARV naïve patientswe
studied: eight had very early acute infections and eight had chronic
infection, Table 1. Viral RNA was extracted from plasma and ampli-
fied and sequenced, combining limiting dilution cloning (single
genome amplification) and NGS SMRT technology (Pacific Bio-
sciences) [29,35,36] a total of 10 full gag sequences per patient
(160 full gag sequences in total). HLA I and B alleles were typed
(see methods). The prevalence for each allele in our population
were used as a reference in this research [37] Fig. 1a.

3.1. Phylogenetic analysis

Phylogenetic trees of both groups (acute and chronic) were con-
structed using the Neighbor joining test, which shows greater
diversification of gag in virus from chronic patients compared to
the virus from acute patients, Fig. 1b and c. First, and because of
previous observations that certain polymorphisms were transmit-
ted more frequently than others, we found it interesting to begin
this analysis by comparing the phylogenetic distances between
the gag amino acid sequences in the group of patients with acute
infection versus the group of chronic patients. Phylogenetic dis-
tances were calculated from nucleotide and aminoacid sequences
by constructing distance matrices using two models in parallel
(see Methods). The results of the comparison of the phylogenetic
distances between the two groups are shown in Fig. 1d (only
aminoacid-Equal model results are shown), where the phyloge-
netic distances of the gag sequences are significantly lower com-
pared to the distances found between viral sequences in chronic
patients. This suggests, at least for the population under study,
and in agreement with previous studies [38–41], that viral popula-
tions found in early acute stages tend to approach phylogeneti-
cally. In addition, we could verify by consensus amino acid
sequence construction for each group that the acute phase consen-
sus sequence presents a lower phylogenetic distance to the HXB2
consensus compared to the chronic stage consensus, which coin-
cides with previous studies [38]. Fig. 4b shows a summary of con-
sensus sequences highlighting the polymorphisms associated with
HXB2 found.

3.2. Analysis of affinity of epitopes to MHC I A/B

Following the same line of analysis, we performed a computa-
tional analysis, for possible CTL epitopes in the amino acid
sequences of the gag clones in both groups. To do this, we first
evaluated the affinity of the peptides present in the amino acid
gag sequences of all the clones of both groups by means of NetMHC
CBS prediction server [42,43]. In this analysis we measured the
affinities of 30 HLA I A and B alleles present in our population for
peptides of 8 to 14 amino acids. Then, we counted only those pep-
tides with moderate to high affinity for the HLA I molecule (500
nM to 1 nM), which are exclusive to the acute or chronic stage
and were present in two or more patients (frequency �25% on
the total of acute or chronic patients). A total of 325 possible epi-
topes that met these requirements were obtained. Of these,
60.3% (196 epitopes) belonged to the acute phase and 39.7% (129
epitopes) to the chronic phase, Fig. 1e. A similar relationship was
found within the sequence of protein p24, 59.4% (79 epitopes) in
the acute stage compared to 40.6% (54 epitopes) in the chronic
phase (p < 0.01), Table 2. It is interesting that, despite the lower
phylogenetic distance of the acute phase sequences with consen-
sus HXB2, out of the 196 possible epitopes found, only 27.5%
(21.5% in p24) coincided with this consensus.

Fig. 2 (a and b) shows the distribution of epitopes in the gag
protein accounted for based on the inclusion criteria described
above. It was observed that most of the epitopes for the different
HLA I analyzed are in defined segments and do not present a ran-
dom distribution along the gag protein. Fig. 2c shows the distribu-
tion of these conserved epitopes on both stages of the infection.
Only possible epitopes with a CTL prediction score greater than
zero (see below) is shown. Of the entropy analysis as a measure
of variability in the analyzed gag sequences, we observed a high
association of acute-chronic epitopes with more variable segments
(91.9% for acute epitopes and 88.3% for chronic epitopes) in com-
parison with conserved epitopes in both phases of infection, which
showed a lower association with variable segments (57.4%) (p < 0.
01), Fig. 2 (a, b and c Graphics).

As for the frequencies of each epitope on both phases of infec-
tion, we found that the possible acute phase epitopes presented
a higher frequency than the possible chronic phase epitopes
(unpaired t test, p < 0.05), Fig. 3a. Regarding the frequency at the
individual level, the difference was more significant, with the find-
ing that 93% of the possible acute phase epitopes were found in the
majority viral population, compared to 67% of the possible epitopes
in the chronic phase (z test, p < 0.05), Fig. 3b and c.

On the other hand, the distribution of epitopes found in both
stages of infection, that is, those that were found in both acute
and chronic stages with a frequency equal to or greater than 50%
in both phases were also analyzed. A total of 334 possible epitopes
were counted, of which 72.8% were in p24, and 62.5% of the total
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coincided with the consensus HXB2, the opposite of what happens
with the possible exclusive epitopes of the acute phase where the
frequency of HXB2 epitopes was lower.

Finally we assessed the possible relation between the frequency
of alleles in the population and the epitopes found at each stage of
infection. There was only a significant difference in the number of
epitopes between both stages of infection in alleles with a fre-
quency equal to or greater than 10%. Thus, considering only the
peptide-p MHC affinity, most of the reversions found in the acute
phase of infection are associated with the higher frequency alleles
in the population, Fig. 3d.
3.3. Prediction of cytotoxic CTL response

We performed a prediction of cytotoxic CTL response for all
possible epitopes found, both the exclusives of each phase and
the conserved. To do this we used the model of the immunological
response of the IEBD analysis resource (http://tools.iedb.org)
which evaluates each amino acid position in each peptide, espe-
cially 4–6 (most associated with interaction with the TCR receptor)
and it also evaluates the interaction p MHCI-TCR [42–44].We
obtained a score for each peptide analyzed that had a value of -1
to 1, where peptides with scores above zero have a better chance
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(about 66%) of generating an immune response, whereas peptides
with scores below zero are less likely (about 44%) to generate
in vivo/in vitro immune responses. The results showed that the
possible acute phase epitopes were more likely to generate
immune response compared to chronic phase epitopes (p < 0.01).
We used as control p24 gag epitopes consensus with the immune
response tested by ELISPOT assay (Source: HIV molecular
immunology database, www.hiv.lanl.gov) [45–48], which showed
a slightly positive tendency of score while the possible acute phase
epitopes presented a higher score than the chronic epitopes.
Finally, we evaluated the possible epitopes preserved in both
groups, which showed a higher average score to the rest of the
groups (p < 0.05), Fig. 3e.

3.4. Acute and chronic sequence analysis

The lower phylogenetic distance of gag sequences previously
observed among patients with acute infection suggests the
presence of prevalent amino acids in both phases. Therefore, we
consider it important to find out if the prevalent epitopes found
in each phase of infection were associated with these amino acid
positions or are randomly distributed throughout the gag protein.
From the amino acid sequences obtained in each phase of infection,
we obtained acute and chronic consensus sequences. Then the
alignment and comparison of these consensus sequences was
made and we were able to determine which amino acids are con-
served and which have a significantly unequal prevalence in each
phase. We observed 15 amino acid positions with significant vari-
ability (frequency difference �25%, p < 0.1) that distinguish both
groups (polymorphisms), Fig. 4a and b.

Thus, we found that the amino acids of 12 of the 15 identified
polymorphisms are included in 73% of the possible acute phase
epitopes (polymorphisms; 1 Lysine, 2 Alanine, 3 Arginine, 5 Ala-
nine, 6 Glutamic acid, 10 Valine, 11 Arginine, 12 Glycine, 13 Isoleu-
cine, 14 Leucine and 15 Arginine). 7.1% of these epitopes included
polymorphism 5 and 10 but not amino acids (Alanine and Valine,
respectively) because they represent an escape mutation to HLAI.
On the other hand, we found that 9 of the 15 amino acids

http://www.hiv.lanl.gov
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response.
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associated with the chronic phase (polymorphisms; 1 Arginine, 2
Serine, 3 Lysine, 5 Serine, 6 Aspartic Acid, 10 Isoleucine, 11 Lysine,
12 Serine and 13 Threonine) are associated with 82% of the possi-
ble epitopes of chronic phase, but 34.9% of these, (28.7% of the total
of the chronic epitopes) included polymorphisms 3, 5, 6, 12 and 13
but not amino acids because they represent escape mutations to
HLAI of according to our prediction. Thus, it is possible to infer that
while acute consensus polymorphisms are mostly associated with
epitopes (67.9%/196 in acute phase vs. 52.7%/129 in chronic phase,
p < 0.01), which prevails in the consensus polymorphisms of the
chronic stage is the escape, Fig. 4c.

Finally, 66.6% of the possible acute phase epitopes associated
with consensus polymorphisms were associated with HXB2 con-
sensus polymorphism, however, and as we saw earlier, only
27.5% of these possible epitopes matched with consensus HXB2
in its entirety.

3.5. Prediction of proteasomal activity

The processing of viral antigens by immunoproteasomes and
intracellular aminopeptidases as well as the presentation of the
epitope is critical for the recognition of pathogen-infected cells
by CD8+T lymphocytes [49–51]. On the other hand, mutations sur-
rounding the epitopes they are associated with altered processing
and presentation [52].In order to evaluate the cleavage sites in the
gag sequences of our study, we used the NetChop 3.1 CBS predic-
tion server (C term 3.0 method, with maximum specificity
allowed) [53]. The objective was to analyze the association
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between cleavage sites and possible acute, chronic and conserved
epitopes. We found that 63% of the possible acute epitopes were
flanked by cleavage sites versus 52% of chronic epitopes (non-
significant difference with p > 0.05) and only 22.5% of the con-
served epitopes (p < 0.05), Fig. 4d.

3.6. According analysis of the variables under study

So far, the result of epitope predictions in each phase of infec-
tion was analyzed separately. Therefore, it was necessary to evalu-
ate, for each acute and chronical epitope, the level of concordance
between prediction results for HLA / TCR. We found a favorable
HLA/TCR affinity correlation (with HLAI and TCR affinity from
400 nM to 1 nM and 0.01 to 0.99 respectively) of 62.7% (123/196)
for acute phase epitopes and 37.2% (48/129) in chronic phase epi-
topes (p < 0.01). In addition, we found that 21.1% (26/123) of the
acute phase epitopes with favorable HLA/TCR affinity showed a fre-
quency within the acute phase greater than 25% compared to the
equivalents of the chronic phase that was 6.2% (3/48) (p < 0.01).
These results suggest that, there is a greater correlation of variables
associated with immune response within prevalent acute epitopes,
Fig. 4e. In addition, Fig. 4f shows a schematic representation of our
results.

4. Discussion

Many studies have described the importance of T cell response
to counteract viral replication during the acute phase [1,2] and it is
also well described how the first escape mutations arise around the
first thirty days of infection and how they affect the viral fitness
[10,23]. On the other hand, although many studies have detailed
the viral dynamics during the first thirty days of infection [38], it
is not fully elucidated as the weak specific cytotoxic immune
response in this initial period (Fiebig stage I to IV) [3,5] is associ-
ated with mutations found in the transmitted/founder virus. In this
work, we identify a series of polymorphisms between the acute
and chronic stages and analyze their association with prevalent
epitopes in each phase of infection in the patients under study.

From cloning and sequencing the gag coding sequence in both
groups of patients, we were able to compare the phylogenetic dis-
tance, the frequency of possible intrapatient and interpatient epi-
topes (acute or chronic), the prediction of affinity for the HLA I
molecule and the TCR receptor of the possible epitopes found,
and in addition, we compared the consensus polymorphisms
between both groups and the HXB2 consensus. The results
obtained indicated that during the early acute stage of infection,
the viral population acquires particular HLA-dependent character-
istics that distinguish it from those found in the chronic stage and
that these characteristics could be associated with specific cyto-
toxic immune responses.

First, we found a lower viral phylogenetic distance between
patients with acute infection, which suggests that in the absence
of specific immune pressure (pre or post-transmission), certain
mutations (possibly reversions) are selected which are probably
associated with viral fitness rather than factors associated with
the host. This lower phylogenetic distance between gag sequences
of acute phase, led us to analyze the amino acid positions prevalent
in each phase (acute/chronic polymorphisms). We found a signifi-
cant association between polymorphisms (10/15 66.6% p < 0.01)
with acute epitopes. In turn, we find that the 67.9% of the acute
epitopes were associated whit polymorphisms in comparison with
chronic epitopes (52.7%). We saw that this was due to the higher
proportion of HLA I A/B escape found in the chronic polymor-
phisms, whose amino acid positions were included in 28.7% of
the chronic epitopes, in comparison with the acute polymorphisms
with escape to HLA I A/B whose positions were included in 7.1% of
acute epitopes (p < 0.01). We deduce that the escape mutations to
HLAI (locus A and B) located on polymorphisms 3, 5, 6, 12 and 13,
are sufficient to cause the escape in almost one-third (28.7%) of the
total potential targets for cytotoxic immune responses on the gag
protein analyzed.

We also found that, despite the heterogeneity of HLA I alleles of
the patients studied, the acute epitopes had an increased intra- and
inter-patient frequency and a lower frequency of possible TCR
receptor mutations than those found in chronic stage (this deduc-
tion arising from CTL cytotoxic response prediction). During the
chronic phase, we believe that the increase in phylogenetic dis-
tance observed in comparison with the acute phase occurs due to
the progressive adaptation of the viral populations to HLA context
in each host, anyway a longitudinal study on the same patients
would answer this question better. Interestingly, although most
of the possible acute phase epitopes have a HXB2 consensus poly-
morphism, most of these epitopes do not completely coincide with
this consensus. The latter suggests that the design of vaccines
based on either epitopes or consensus amino acid positions would
not necessarily lead to the best levels of expected immune
responses.

Regarding the possible epitopes conserved in both groups, our
results on the prediction of proteasomal cleavage sites show that
they contain a greater proportion of internal cleavages compared
to the acute-chronic epitopes, which reduces their antigenic poten-
tial. This may be contributing to the low variability and apparent
decreases of escape mutations in these gag segments.

In addition, from the analysis of variability through the mea-
surement of entropy we observed a high association of acute-
chronic epitopes with more variable regions, and a significantly
lower association with conserved epitopes, which coincides with
previous studies [54,55]. Although this association is not fully
understood, we can deduce from our results that the variable
regions have greater escape / reversion capacity of escape muta-
tions compared to conserved segments, which in turn, showed a
favorable prediction of affinity epitope-HLAI/TCR, which is consis-
tent with recent studies [56,57].

Given that the number of patients in this research is limited to
estimate population prevalence of epitopes and acute-chronic
polymorphisms, it will be necessary to extend this work in the
future. In turn, the prediction algorithms used in this work have
an intrinsic estimation error of each method (see methods), such
as affinity of the different proteins involved with the peptides,
the length of the peptides analyzed, among others. In addition,
more studies will be needed to determine the efficacy of HLA/
TCR binding peptide predictors performed with circulating recom-
binant forms (CRFs) BF, because, although there are studies that
suggest a good correlation of prediction with immune response
assays for clade B [58,59], the same result was not found for clade
C [60]. Therefore, it will be necessary to check the immunogenicity
of the prevalent epitopes in each face with in vitro immune
response assays in future research.

Overall, results presented here show that, during the acute
stage, the virus acquires mutations that indicate certain vulnerabil-
ity associated with cytotoxic specific immune response, and that
certain viral residues, particularly non-consensus, can be transmit-
ted more frequently, or selected during the acute phase, and are
found predominantly in positions with immunological relevance
(epitopes). This observation could contribute to the development
of an effective vaccine capable of reducing the viral reservoir and
inducing a functional cure of HIV infection based on prevalent
acute epitopes.
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